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A product with world-class versatility and variety, Turkish FILZ carries 100%

Wool Panels in almost 63 colors and five thicknesses. Using wool ensures durability,
dye ability, resistance to flame and compression, and thermal and sound insulation.
The material is 100% bio-degradable and rapidly renewable thus guaranteeing
environmental sustainability.
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CHARACTERISTICS THAT INCLUDE:
The FILZ is non-directional, has no right side or wrong side, and the color is
consistent throughout
The widths can be up to 180 cm (70 3/4 in)
Highly saturated colors that are lightfast
Naturally repels soiling and moisture
Since it’s a nonwoven, it can be cut with the edges left raw. No fraying!
The thickness and density also give it a structural quality that allow for hanging
installations that do not require any additional support
Self-extinguishing and inherently flame retardant
Thermal and acoustic insulating properties
Eco-friendly

FILZ COLORS
MELANGE COLORS

102 Kirche

105 Rost

116 Orange

125 Tomate

136 Weinrot

156 Loden

203 Vanille

274 Senf

312 Lagune

319 Café

331 Sahara

385 Schlamm

408 Taupe

415 Schlif

437 Aubergine

448 Moos

503 Magnolie

534 Rose

540 Ozean

613 Gletscher

626 Azur

686 Enzian

713 Kiwi

732 Farn

NATURAL COLORS

100 Wollweib

110 Rohweib

150 Weib

220 Rahbraun

250 Truffelbraun

300 Anthrzit

160 Beige

170 Asche

175 Graphite

200 Natur

UNI COLORS

124 Gelb

131 Honig

151 Hellorange

173 Mango

179 Hellrot

180 Terracotta

201 Rot

209 Bordeaux

231 Rosa

242 Pink

255 Flieder

265 Lavendel

269 Violett

272 Royal

282 D'Blau

284 Himmel

286 H'Blau

308 Petrol

343 D'Grun

377 Maigrun

378 Oliv

384 Lind

423 Hellgrau

425 Taubengrau

426 Schwarz

467 Sand

476 Schoko

497 D'Braun

548 Turkis
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AKUSTIKA WALL
Akustika Wall is a wall-mounted acoustic system with 3mm Wool Design Filz flush-mounted
to one side or 2mm Design Filz wrapped around an ultra-thin acoustic substrate.
Available in customizable sizes in 63 colors.
Akustika Wall achieves up to a 0.75 Noise Reduction.

TRANQUIL FILZ CLOUDS
TURKISH FILZ CLOUDS is a collection of acoustic solutions that effectively (and beautifully)
abate sound reverberation.
Available in almost 63 colors of 3mm Wool Design Filz or
33 colors of 2mm Wool Design Filz.
TURKISH FILZ CLOUDS is Suspended with standard
suspension hardware that allows for easy installation.
THICKNESS: 28mm and 31mm
NRC: 0.75

TRANQUIL FILZ BAFFLE
Turkish Filz Baffle is a suspended panel oriented perpendicular to the ceiling to optimize sound
absorption.
This smart acoustic solution creates subtle patterning across
the ceiling in 63 colors and provides almost 1.00 Noise.
THICKNESS: 28mm and 31mm
NRC: 0.75

FOLDING CLOUD
Turkish Filz Folding Cloud offers a surface-mounted acoustic solution that can softly fade into the
background or create an unexpected pop of color and
texture.
Turkish Filz Cloud is available with the Interlock
Mounting System that allows for a quick and easy
installation, even in an occupied space.
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HANGING PANELS
Sweeping movement across multi ple panels,which is created from horizontally
transforming parallelograms.
Hanging panels add texture, color, and modulated visibility to any space.
It offers standard static and transforming patterns that can be used individually or in series.
The panels define space, control light and view,and provide varied degrees of privacy.
Available in 43 colors of 5mm Wool Design Filz, these hanging panels are compatible with
Hanging Panel Track System.
Wool Filz is the ideal choice for hanging panels due to its softness and texture plus
thickness and density that allow the panels to hang freely without a backing or additional
support.
Since Wool Design Filz is a non-woven textile,intricate cut-out patterning can be achieved
without the need for finishing the edges.
This enables a modern screening system created simply by cutting away material and
cannot be achieved with any other natural material.
Available in 43 colors of 5mm Wool Design Filz.
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PANNELLO MURALE
Hung on the wall, Pannello Murale is space efficient and highly effective, as it absorbs sound on both sides and
does tri ple duty as a sophisticated projection screen and tackable surface.
This elegant panel is created with an aluminum frame that
gracefully tapers to a thin profile masking a high performing
sound-absorbing core of Eco Core and exterior covered in flushmounted 100% Wool Design Filz.
The Pannello Murale provides a beautiful, yet hard-working
acoustic panel.
Available in four standard sizes and 63 colors of 3mm Wool
Design Filz.

PANNELLO SEMPLICE
Murale’s straight-laced cousin, Pannello Semplice is a wall-mounted panel available in two standard sizes with
custom sizes available.
The innovative aluminum frame places the acoustic material at
an optimum 10 cm (4 in) away from the wall, maximizing
acoustic absorption.
In addition, this versatile panel system can go wall-to-wall, wrap a
90-degree corner.
Like its Pannello counterparts, Semplice also provides a
sophisticated projection or tack surface.
Available in two standard sizes and 63 colors of 3mm Wool
Design Filz.

PANNELLO PARAVENT
Pannello Paravent beautifully answers the need for temporary privacy in an open space. This panel creates an
informal division at a moments notice then can be folded flat to
store with a minimal footprint.
Designed for use as a movable room partition, each panel stands
on two legs and can be minimized or enlarged at the user’s
discretion.
Offered in three components, Left, Linking, and Right and two
standard widths, this screen is available in 63 colors of 3mm
Wool Design Filz.

PANNELLO SUSPENSO

PANNELLO TAVOLA
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